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Monday, October 13th, 7:14 a.m.
The morning fog makes a secret of the earth. It erases the cardinal 
points between my house and the bus stop. The Chehalis Hills to 
the west, the receding rows of filbert orchards to the east, the straw-
berry fields to the north (straight ahead), all gone to haze. It’s like 
walking in the clouds.

The damp air goes right through my Levis. Filling my lungs with 
cold, I sigh at the thought of returning to school. I should stay positive, 
I know, for the sake of appearances, if nothing else. There’s still twenty-
nine weeks left. But the mantra that comes to me in the morning show-
er—unbidden and insistent—is: damn and be done with it. Probably a 
vestige of my threaded dreams.

Numbers are a welcome distraction. Nature is full of them, evi-
dence of God or not. There: the cobwebbed Gravensteins in Mrs. Sher-
idan’s dirt yard. A happy symmetry gives each leaf an equal chance 
to catch the light. Apples … apples have an order of fifths. Counting 
around the stem and upward, the fifth leaf extends directly above the 
first. Grasses have an order of seconds, sedges of thirds, raspberries of 
fourths, peaches and pears of sixths …

It’s the extreme and mean ratio at work. Expressing the orders as 
fractions reveals the ratio’s enduring principles. After the first and sec-
ond numbers (the orders of grasses and sedges, respectively), the third 
is formed by adding the numerators and denominators of the proceed-
ing numbers (1/2 + 1/3 = 2/5). From that point forward, the fractions 
nearly double from one species to the next: 3/8, 5/13, 8/21 …

Curiously, with the exception of Neptune, the same principle gov-
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erns the intervals between the orbits of the planets in our solar system. 
Receding from the sun, the distance between planetary orbits rough-
ly doubles. The interval between Earth and Mercury is nearly twice 
as great as that between Venus and Mercury; the interval between 
Mars and Mercury is nearly twice as great as that between Earth and 
Mercury and so on.

This kind of mathematical uniformity—extending from plants 
to planets—brings me a measure of relief from my threaded dreams. 
When the nightmares threaten madness, numbers comfort me 
with their testable order. Math is the counterweight that holds me 
to the earth.

My stop is at the end of Mr. Loughridge’s drive—across the street 
from Hamblin, my old elementary school. Only a few dim fluorescents 
are on at this hour. As usual, Mrs. Corwin is in early. The pumpkins 
papering her classroom window are silhouetted against the greenish 
light. An undercurrent of shame and anger runs through me, though 
I know I shouldn’t fault her. I’m an anomaly, an outlier. Not quite a 
prodigy according to the usual definition, but close enough for Granly, 
Oregon. That she considered me mildly retarded seems cruel only in 
hindsight. One person’s noise is another’s signal. But if Mrs. Falk hadn’t 
overhead me reciting the multiplication table one day at lunch, who 
knows how long I would have suffered Mrs. Corwin’s gentle disregard?

I turn toward the Loughridge place to shield my face from the wind 
of a passing car. The widowed Mr. Loughridge owns a good-sized piece 
of unfenced property, probably around two-and-a-half acres, most of 
it backyard. The house is a modest white-shingled colonial. There’s a 
pond just off the back porch, a withered grape arbor, a garden with a 
trellised arch, and farther on, a corn patch. A weatherworn scarecrow 
safeguards the browning stalks. My breath roils the chill air.

Maybe it’s just a trick of my breath, but no … there’s something 
wrong with the scarecrow, a slight billowing of its chest under its Navy 
bridge coat. My backpack drops to the ground as I step to the edge of 
the grassy ditch that separates the road from Mr. Loughridge’s yard. 
The coat swells again, this time with greater urgency. Then the gloved 
hands shake as though black with anger. The St. Vitus’ dance is unmis-
takable now. The legs follow suit, twitching and quivering. It’s like an 
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episode from my threaded dreams come to life. I recite the sides of the 
five Platonic solids to steady my breathing. I take another step, but the 
ground rolls away …

“ … Hey!”
Like sleep lifting, the scene sharpens. It’s Kat Halsan crossing the 

Hamblin lot. Despite the cold, she wears a tight half-shirt and hip-
hugging Chic jeans. I glance back at the scarecrow as she approaches. 
It’s motionless from head to heel.

“Sorry if I made you jump,” Kat says. “This the stop for Granly 
High?” She disentangles a strand of sandy-brown hair from her mes-
senger bag’s shoulder strap.

Though we’ve shared a couple of classes since junior high, I’ve never 
been this close to her before. I’ve grown used to admiring her at a 
distance. This close, I’m seized by the impulse to lean into her sharp 
hazel eyes. “Yeah,” I say, affecting disinterest. I’m not trying to be cool 
so much as simply observe the difference in our social status. The so-
cial hierarchy at school is like the old Bohr structure of an atom. The 
popular crowd makes up the nucleus, while the rest are the equivalent 
of electrons, orbiting around it at various distances. Just as the nucleus 
consists of protons and neutrons, the popular crowd can be split into 
two distinct groups—the Stellas and their auxiliaries. Kat falls into the 
latter category. She’s got the looks and designer clothes of the Stellas 
but none of the attitude. Like a particle with wave properties. Me—I’m 
on the outer-edge of nowhere.

She lowers her bag to the ground and rummages around in it before 
emerging with a compact. “Yech, the angels are rubbing my eyes this 
morning.” She sets about applying powder to her cheeks.

I turn from Kat to the scarecrow and back again. There’s a residu-
al dreaminess to my vision. I venture to break the spell: “How come 
you’re not driving? I mean, don’t you usually?”

Kat looks up at me quizzically.
“Mornings, I see you … ” Disquieted by the fullness of her gaze, I 

finish my thought with an awkward gesture meant to suggest a passing 
car. I probably look like a dull boy making sandbox traffic.

“Oh,” she says, “it’s part of my punishment. Got caught Saturday night 
coming back from Evan Donegan’s cornfield party. Driving is a privi-
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lege, you know.” She says this last in the tone of a disappointed parent.
I nod then notice someone else approaching, thankful for the ex-

cuse to break eye contact. The concentration required to get past her 
beauty tires me. Troy Parsons rounds the corner, eyes half-closed and 
lip syncing to something on his Sony Walkman. His exaggerated mouth 
movements draw attention to the thin dark hair on his upper lip. Dag.

Troy acknowledges Kat with a rolling nod and mouths a few more 
lyrics before pulling off his headphones. “Got busted, huh?” He sidles 
up to Kat and smiles knowingly. “Man, were you schwacked on Satur-
day. I mean scha-wacked.” He slaps his thigh for emphasis.

“Oh, stop it. I wasn’t that bad off.”
“C’mon, Kat,” Troy says. “You were up and down like a toilet seat.”
“I don’t see how you would’ve noticed.”
“Two-fisted drinking is good for balance.” He looks my way and dis-

misses me with a headshake. That I’m half a head taller is trivial. He’s 
squat but broad and powerfully built. I look like I’m growing faster 
than my bones should allow. If it came to a tussle, I might as well be 
a birth-blind kitten. “You weren’t drinkin’ that apple jack mash, were 
you? Man, that shit could take the chrome off a trailer hitch.”

“What’re you doing here, anyway?”
“My bike’s effed up. Thought it might be a rag in the intake valve, 

you know, as a bad joke. But it’s something else.” He wipes the corner 
of his mouth with his thumb. “I tried to get a ride with Jeff Ells. I musta 
just missed him this morning. This is gradeschool bullshit.”

Troy circles round to me again. “Hey, li’l pud.”
Despite herself, Kat giggles then stops, becoming somber as she 

clutches the silver cross around her neck. “Troy … ”
“What? That’s the only name I know him by. I bet you don’t know 

his real name.”
A flush of embarrassment stoppers my ears. “It’s Case.” It comes out 

like I’m clearing my throat.
Kat flashes an apologetic smile. It’s an easy gesture, natural and win-

ning. Unlike most of her crowd, she’s not beauty salon sleek.
“Sorry, man. It’s not like we’re in any classes together or anything.”
“No,” I say, “though I’ll be graduating with you.”
“No shit. You’re a senior?” He glances doubtfully at Kat. “How many 
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grades you skip? I heard you were like thirteen.”
“I’m sixteen.”
“You hang with that other dexter, you know, that kid from Forest 

Grove? What is he? Ten?”
With a force that surprises me: “It’s not a club.”

“Whoa,” he says, looking to Kat to confirm my apparent offense. 
“Who pissed in your test tube? I’m just tryin’ to—”

“—Oh, my Lord! Guys … ” Kat stabs a finger in the direction of the 
Loughridge’s backyard.

The scarecrow again. Jerking this way and that as though it were a 
flag whipping in the windless air. But there’s more this time: a preter-
natural spate of spring color. The cornstalks directly behind and adja-
cent to the scarecrow brighten with new life. Buds burst forth. It’s as 
if a vein of earth has been pumped full of some vitalizing fluid. The 
scrub grass in front of the scarecrow twists upward, straightens into a 
pleasing green. I track the radiance emerging from the corn patch. The 
vernal surge curls toward the garden.

“What the bangin’ hell?” Troy tosses his Army surplus backpack 
aside.

I turn to Kat, and in what I hope is a level tone, say, “It was doing 
this earlier, right before—”

“—There’s gotta be something behind it,” says Troy.
“I don’t see anything,” I say.
Troy’s apparent lack of imagination gives him courage. He bounds 

across the ditch into Mr. Loughridge’s yard.
Kat is panic-stricken. “Troy! What are you doing?”
Glancing back over his shoulder, Troy says, “What I do best—go 

all mental.” The back of his graphic tee depicts a motocross racer go-
ing over his ride’s handlebars. The phrase underneath reads: ‘Hold my 
motorcycle while I kiss your girlfriend.’

I give Kat a conciliatory look and take out after Troy, heaving my 
backpack into the yard before crossing the ditch. Kat whips through 
the long grass after me. In the garden plot, the dead hyacinths blush a 
baby pink. Unbelievable.

Without breaking stride, Troy grabs a hoe propped against the back 
porch and rushes the scarecrow. Kat and I stand back a few yards be-
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side the garden. Troy sizes up the scarecrow. Under a dirty straw hat, 
the burlap-masked scarecrow sports one button eye, a triangular patch 
for a nose, and a loosely threaded mouth. The straw-stuffed sentry 
twists forward and back again as though trying to loose itself. Kat and 
I edge closer as Troy takes one sidelong glance behind the scarecrow 
then swings the hoe like a baseball bat. The blow severs the scarecrow 
at the waist, separating its torso from its rope-fastened pants. The bot-
tom half tumbles to the ground. Abruptly off-balance, Troy follows 
suit, falling heavily on his right shoulder.

Kat scrambles to his side, while I inspect the scarecrow, which 
has gone limp. The top half of the dummy remains fastened by ropes 
to the crosspiece.

As Troy stands up, Kat says, “How many kinds of stupid are you 
trying to be?”

“Hey, it works in the movies.”
“What? Cartoons?”
The exposed straw looks fresh instead of dry and pallid. Same with 

the scattered bits on the ground. The nearest cornstalks boast fully rip-
ened ears; the cobs are plump in their dark brown silk.

The rumble of the bus breaks the silence. A flash of yellow disap-
pears behind the grape arbor.

“Shit. There goes our ride,” says Kat without a glance at the empty 
road. “My mom’s going to freak.”

Troy holds up a hand in mock defense. “Don’t look at me.”
“At this rate, I’m going to be a cat-crazy old bag before I get out of 

the house again.” Kat notices I’m looking somewhere past her. “What?”
I give a solemn nod. She spins round to meet the garden’s strange 

unfolding beauty. The air vibrates with the suddenness of urgent 
blooms. Formerly dead flowers writhe with life. The hyacinths sprout 
clusters of interlocking leaves. Grasses regain their summer heights. 
Lilacs tassel out their clean fragrance, and scilla spread their blue-vio-
let petals. The scene strikes me like the first notes of a buoyant melody.

Kat steps back, wary and wondering. Her hands go to her sides as 
though she’s bracing against the wind. “This is the weirdest thing.”

“Let me see the hoe for a second,” I say.
“What for?” says Troy.
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“Whatever this is, it’s coming from in there,” I say, parting the closest 
stalks of corn.

“I started this,” he says and takes a gratuitous swipe at the scare-
crow’s head, littering its shoots across the lawn. “Roll out, man.”

Kat says, “You’re just going to leave me here?”
He indicates the flowers with a nod. “You allergic or something?”
She stands stiff, implacable.
Troy swings the hoe to his shoulder and proceeds to carry it like 

some latter-day Johnny Appleseed. I crash into the corn patch after 
him, brushing aside the recently harvested stalks. Following the enliv-
ened corn takes us in a wide radial path.

“See anything?” says Troy.
“No, nothing yet.” The scarecrow, the resuscitated garden, the corn 

patch—nature upended and turned against us—it’s all suggestive of my 
threaded dreams. I snatch a newly grown cob from its stalk and begin 
to peel the husk. The silk is wet and slippery. It comes away in thin 
unrevealing strips. I raise and lower my eyes from the surrounding 
stalks to the cob in my hands. I’m about the height of the tallest corn. 
There’s another whorl of crisp stalks some way to the right. Could be 
a pinwheel pattern to the greening. Pinwheels … Reminds me of Con-
way’s Pinwheel tiling: a scalable pattern using only one tile in infinite 
orientations—the first known non-periodic tiling with that property.

I tear off the topmost portion of the cob and stop, transfixed. The 
tip pulses with embryonic warmth. There’s a viscous fluid covering a 
tadpole-like eye, a tiny nostril … and a paddle-shaped arm? It’s hard to 
tell, what with all the opaque fluid around it. When the slime runs to 
my fingers, I drop the cob on instinct.

Before I can retrieve it, Troy hacks it apart with the hoe, flinging 
ooze into the air. “I should take point.”

“You want to be the red shirt, go ahead.”
“What’s that?” he says over his shoulder.
Then he’s down as though the ground beneath his feet had buckled. 

The hoe falls out of reach. A serpentine vine holds fast his legs. He 
pushes against the black vine with his bare hands. A barrage of vines 
shoots out from somewhere ahead of us and binds his arms to his sides. 
They envelop his face, muffling his curses.
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“Kat!” I yell above the corn stalks. “Kat, get … ” The ground rush-
es up and I catch myself with my hands. I roll onto my back as the 
vines scale rapidly to my head. Dag, what is this? The vines cut into 
my cheeks. Like the sting of a bad shave. I’m hopelessly trussed and 
gagged. I can barely see Troy through the leafless mass. From what I 
can tell, he’s completely cocooned. The vines reek of salt and sulphur—
like a tide pool.

Kat’s calls sound dampened: “Troy? Troy? Where are you guys?” My 
mouth has so little slack I can’t form a proper word. I resort to a throaty 
howl—cut short by a sharp pull. I’m dragged headfirst, slowly then 
faster and faster along the dirt and fall detritus: crisped Alder leaves, 
broken stalks from the old harvest, flakes of bark. I shut my eyes tight 
and try to wish the world away. The tug of vines around my chest robs 
me of precious air. Loosened earth collects in my hair and around my 
ears. I breathe forcefully through my nose. The ghost light of the pres-
ent appears as redness at the edges of my closed lids. I smash helplessly 
against the corn stalks. Good goddamn! I make a quieting mantra from 
ancient Egyptian number-glyphs: one, staff; ten, heel bone; one hundred, 
coil of rope—Dag! The skull-shocks send tremors along my jaw and 
down my spine. One thousand, lotus blossom; ten thousand, pointing 
finger—With each jolt, I tighten up, bracing for the inescapable end. 
One hundred thousand, tadpole; one million, the astonished man—Ten 
by ten by ten—The ground gives way to air and an unguessed at abyss. 
I’m mummified helpless. My stomach flutters high in my chest. My 
throat constricts. I clench my jaw against the collision of bone and 
rock that never comes; instead, I bottom out in a threaded dream.


